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SUMMARY
We report on a strong scatterer of seismic energy in the 5–10 s period range located in the
volcanic arc of Southern Peru. It is superficially like an active noise source in that it produces
a continuous signal that arrives earlier than the inter-station surface wave in the noise cross-
correlations. However, it is clearly determined to be a scatterer based on the coda arrivals
observed in the cross-correlations, and the fact that it scatters waves from earthquake sources.
Wemodel the scatterer as a cylinder approximately 5 km in diameter with a shear wave velocity
30 per cent lower than the background velocity. It is likely to exist at the depth of 5–10 km,
and is located at 71.6◦W/16.1◦S with an error of 10 km, which is near the inactive volcano
Nevado Chachani and the active volcano El Misti which recently erupted in 1985.
Key words: Interferometry; Wave scattering and diffraction; Volcanic arc processes.
1 INTRODUCTION
Ambient noise cross-correlations have been used extensively in the
past decade to estimate the Green’s function between pairs of sta-
tions (Lobkis &Weaver 2001; Shapiro & Campillo 2004;Wapenaar
2004). The surface wave portion of the Green’s function has been
used to determine earth structure (Shapiro et al. 2005; Yao et al.
2006; Brenguier et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008) and, by looking at
time-lapse changes, the noise cross-correlations have been used to
forecast volcanic eruptions (Brenguier et al. 2008). The primary
noise sources are primary microseisms (Hasselmann 1963) in the
10–20 s period band and secondary microseisms (Longuet-Higgins
1950) in 5–10 s period band, but unidentified sources such as the
26-s microseismic energy originating near Africa (Shapiro et al.
2006) have also been reported. When noise sources are non-
uniformly distributed, Green’s functions can still be approximately
recovered (Yang & Ritzwoller 2008), but artificial or truncation
phases can be created (e.g. Zhan et al. 2010).
Recently, Zeng & Ni (2010) and Zheng et al. (2011) reported on
precursors which arrive earlier than the inter-station surface wave
in ambient noise cross-correlations. They attribute the precursors
to a localized noise source and locate it on Kyushu Island, Japan,
by a similar procedure to the one described in this paper. Zeng &
Ni (2011) suggest that those signals are created by random events
associated with Aso volcano. In this case, Aso volcano is thought
to be an active noise source because the strength of the precursors
is out of phase with the seasonal changes of oceanic noise, and
local measurements (Kawakatsu et al. 1994) show that Aso volcano
produces significant energy in the frequency range of the precursors.
In this paper, we report on a situation that is superficially like that
of the Zeng & Ni (2010, 2011) study. Strong precursory arrivals are
seen on noise cross-correlations in southern Peru, and the source of
this energy is located in the volcanic arc associated with regional
subduction (see Fig. 1). However, as we will show, the source in
this case is not an active source, but a passive scatterer of oceanic
microseism energy. This conclusion is confirmed by observing that
the inferred scatterer also scatters waves from earthquakes. This
type of feature may cause unidentified arrivals that appear on noise
cross-correlations in other studies.
2 PRECURSOR AND CODA WAVES
Using the method of Bensen et al. (2007), we perform vertical–
vertical ambient noise cross-correlations between all pairs of broad-
band stations along the lines shown in Fig. 1. A profile of cross-
correlations from station PE13 to all stations on line PE (blue dots,
approximately perpendicular to the coast) is shown in Fig. 2(a),
and a profile of cross-correlations from station PF25 to all stations
on line PF (green dots, approximately 300 km inland and parallel
to the coast) is shown in Fig. 2(b). Each trace is filtered to 5–10 s
period band and normalized by its maximum amplitude and, on
average, 2 yr of recordings are used in each cross-correlation. The
direct surface wave arrivals (red lines in Fig. 2) propagating inland
are clear in Fig. 2(a), but it is apparent from both of these profiles
that the cross-correlations contain significant energy in arrivals be-
sides the direct surface wave. The precursory energy (arriving at
correlation times closer to zero than the direct wave) in both pro-
files is especially clear, but we observe that significant energy also
arrives later than the direct wave (e.g. at stations PE03-PE12). We
devote the remainder of this paper to quantitatively explaining these
observations.
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Figure 1. Locations of the seismic stations (dots) used in this study: lines PE (blue), PF (green), PG (pink) and PH (red). Stations PE13 (light blue square) and
PF25 (dark green square) are the two virtual source stations used in Section 2. The yellow star is the location of the scatterer located in Section 3. The red star
is the hypocenter of the earthquake used in Section 5. All the white triangles are volcanoes (<2 Ma).
Figure 2. Two profiles of cross-correlations. The direct, coda and precursor arrival times plotted in red, blue and green lines are predicted from the location of
the scatterer shown in Fig. 1 and located in Section 3. (a) Cross-correlations between PE13 (the light blue square in Fig. 1) and all PE stations (the blue dots in
Fig. 1), aligned in a direction roughly perpendicular to the coast. Positive distances represent the cross-correlations between PE13 and stations further inland.
The pink trace is the cross-correlation between PE13 and PE07, which is examined in Section 4. (b) Cross-correlations between PF25 (the dark green square
in Fig. 1) and all PF stations (the green dots in Fig. 1), aligned in a direction roughly parallel to the coast. Positive distances represent the cross-correlations
between PF25 and stations to the NW. The pink trace is the cross-correlation between PF25 and PF49, which is examined in Section 4. Also shown are some
examples of the spectral amplitude of the precursor. The spectral amplitudes of the precursory waves are peaked at about 0.15 Hz.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram shows the generation of the precursor and coda in the cross-correlation. (a) In the case of an active source, the precursor is
generated from the cross-correlation between two waves travelling from the source to the two stations. (b)–(f) In the case of a scatterer, both coda and precursor
are generated. In (b)–(e), the precursor and coda are generated from the ‘direct-scattered’ wave correlations. Among the noise sources from all azimuths, the
contributions are mainly from four stationary points denoted with coloured dots. In (f), the precursor is generated from the cross-correlation between two
scattered waves, and no stationary point exists.
We first focus on understanding the precursors. There are two
clear candidates for explaining the precursory energy. Either the
precursors are due to the presence of an active source of microseis-
mic waves or they are due to the presence of a passive scatterer.
In either case, if the travel times of the surface wave from the
source/scatterer location to a pair of stations STA1 and STA2 are t1
and t2, then the cross-correlation between STA1 and STA2 produces
an additional signal that arrives at t2 − t1. This arrival will always be
precursory to the direct arrival between the stations except when the
stations and source/scatterer are co-linear. For the active source, this
is straightforward to understand and a simple schematic is shown in
Fig. 3(a).
For the scatterer, we can understand all of the arrivals based on
the stationary phase analysis of Snieder et al. (2008), who derived
the travel times and stationary points for the expected arrivals in the
cross-correlation of ambient noise in the presence of a point scat-
terer. Wapenaar et al. (2010) also derived similar relations using the
reciprocity theorem. Their results show that the cross-correlation
contains ‘direct-scattered’ wave correlations (Figs 3b–e). These
‘direct-scattered’ correlations represent the cross-correlation be-
tween the direct wave that propagates from the source to one station
and the scattered wave from the source to the scatterer then to the
other station. These contributions, which come from four stationary
points, result in four arrivals. If t1 and t2 are the travel times of the
surface wave from the scatterer to the two stations STA1 and STA2,
then two of the four arrivals emerge as coda waves in the positive
and negative lags with the arrival times ± (t1 + t2) (Figs 3b and c)
and the other two are precursor waves and have the same arrival
time t2 − t1 (Figs 3d and e). The precursor also coincides with the
arrival time of the signal from the correlation between two scattered
waves that propagate to the two stations (Fig. 3f). If sources are
uniformly distributed, the three components of the precursor wave
cancel each other (Snieder et al. 2008), but when the noise source
distribution is not uniform or the wave speeds vary spatially, the
phase exists.
From the preceding discussion, we find that while both the active
source and the scatterer generate precursors, coda waves are only
generated by the scatterer. Since strong coda waves are observed in
Fig. 2(a), we rule out the possibility that an active source is exclu-
sively responsible for the observations. In the following sections,
we determine the location (Section 3) and strength (Section 4) of
the inferred scatterer, as well as provide a more detailed analysis of
the features in Fig. 2 and offer additional evidence against an ac-
tive source. In Section 5, we confirm that the inferred scatterer also
scatters earthquake waves and therefore cannot be a microseismic
source.
3 LOCATING THE SCATTERER
Weuse all the cross-correlations betweenPE stations andPF stations
to locate the scatterer. If the scatterer is equidistant from a given pair
of stations, the precursor will arrive at zero lag assuming uniform
velocity. Searching for pairs of stations which have the precursor
at zero lag allows us to quickly locate the scatterer to the active
volcanic area. We then refine the location with a grid search using
a 0.05◦×0.05◦ grid. For each point, we predict the precursor and
coda arrival times and stack the envelope amplitude of the cross-
correlations (filtered to 5–10 s period band) at these times. The
result is shown in Fig. 4. We use an average group velocity of
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Figure 4. Locating the scatterer using a 0.05◦×0.05◦ grid. For each point, we calculate the precursor and coda arrival times and stack the envelope amplitudes
of the cross-correlations at these times. The colour is the normalized stacked amplitude for the entire data set, with arrival times calculated with a group velocity
of 2.7 km s−1. The 95 per cent confidence interval is denoted with a green contour, and is estimated through the bootstrap method. The scatterer’s best-fit
location is marked with a yellow star (71.6◦W/16.1◦S). It is closest to the inactive volcano Nevado Chachani, and is about 30 km from the active volcano El
Misti which recently erupted in 1985. The locations of the volcanoes are from Global Volcanism Program (http://www.volcano.si.edu/world/).
2.7 km s−1, obtained from 6-s direct surface wave group velocity
measurements (as in Bensen et al. (2007)) between all stations
of the array. The 6-s group velocity of the backarc region, where
most of the cross-correlations used in the locating are, ranges from
2.6 to 2.9 km s−1. A constant velocity for location purposes is
justified because the velocity range is small and the paths average
the velocity. Amplitudes are not used if they lie in the direct wave
window defined as 10 s before the arrival time calculated with 3.0
km s−1 and 10 s after that calculated with 2.5 km s−1. Themaximum
stacked amplitude and hence the best-fit location of the scatterer is
at 71.6◦W/16.1◦S (yellow star in Figs 1 and 4). We note that we
did not use the cross-correlations from lines PH and PG because
we did not observe clear precursor and coda arrivals in the cross-
correlations for these two lines. The reason for this is probably that
line PG is far from the scatterer and line PH only has four stations,
which makes it hard to observe the phases that are continuously
observed in lines PE and PF (which each have 50 stations).
We estimate the 95 per cent confidence interval of the location
using the bootstrap method. We vary the average velocity from 2.5
to 2.9 km s−1 in 0.1 km s−1 steps. For each velocity, we use 2000
data randomly picked from the entire 4600 cross-correlation data
set to calculate the best-fit location, and repeat this 20 000 times.
All the best-fit locations are combined to produce a contour map of
the probability. In Fig. 4, the 95 per cent confidence interval contour
is shown in green.
With the best-fit location of the scatterer, we then predict the
travel times of the precursor and coda waves using the 2.7 km s−1
group velocity. These are plotted as coloured lines in Fig. 2, and they
fit the group arrivals, which are the peak of the envelopes, to within
1.5 wavelengths. For example, the continuously observed precursor
wave seen in Fig. 2(a) from PE19-PE50 is well fit by the green
synthetic line. The coda waves observed from PE03-PE19 are also
well fit by the blue synthetic lines. We note that the predicted arrival
times do not just increase linearly with distance (as they would
if plotted as a function of scatterer-station distance) because the
distances plotted in Fig. 2 are inter-station distances. Some predicted
arrivals do not show up clearly in the data because of the non-
uniform source distribution. For example, the cross-correlations
in Fig. 2(a) are always one sided because of the dominant noise
sources from the Pacific. Since the cross-correlations in Fig. 2(b)
are roughly parallel to the coast, the direct waves are not well
illuminated by oceanic noise sources, making the precursor wave
the strongest arrivals in these cross-correlations. In the next section,
these amplitude differences are modelled.
4 MODELL ING THE PRECURSOR AND
CODA WAVE AMPLITUDES
As discussed previously, because of the observed coda, scattering
must contribute to the generation of the precursor. While an active
source may also exist, the following two lines of evidence suggest
that it should not be an important factor in producing the precur-
sors. Firstly, the frequency content of the precursor is peaked in
the secondary microseism band (peak at 0.15 Hz), as is shown in
Fig. 2 for station pairs on line PF with especially clear precur-
sory arrivals. This agreement suggests that the energy is related to
oceanic sources. A scatterer of oceanic noise would naturally have
this feature, whereas the coincidence of peak amplitude for an ac-
tive source would need additional explanation. Secondly, as with
the PE13 profile, we observe a sudden decrease in the precursor
amplitude when STA2 changes from inland of PE19 (PE19-PE50)
to the coastal side of PE19 (PE03-PE19). This cannot be explained
by an active source unless the source has a strong directivity, but it
is well predicted by the stationary points of the precursors that will
be discussed in Section 4.3.
Based on the evidence presented above, we believe that the scat-
terer alone can explain our observations, and we proceed to model
the precursor and coda amplitudes with a single scatterer. The am-
plitudes of the precursor and coda waves depend on the azimuthal
distribution of noise source strength and the scatterer properties
(e.g. velocity, size and depth). To fit the cross-correlation ampli-
tudes, the first step is to determine the azimuthal variations in the
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ambient noise source strength by using the direct wave amplitudes
in the cross-correlations at different azimuths.
4.1 Noise source strength
The noise source strength at azimuth θ , written as S(θ ), can be de-
termined by the direct wave amplitude since S(θ )2 ∝ A√R, where
A is the direct wave amplitude and R is the inter-station distance
(Stehly et al. 2006; Yang & Ritzwoller 2008; Yao et al. 2009).
Here, we do not consider attenuation effects since the path lengths
inside the array are short. We use 1-yr cross-correlations of all
the stations with at least 300 days’ recording in the year 2011.
The cross-correlations are filtered to 5–10 s period band. We then
calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)which is defined as the ratio
of the peak of the envelope in the signal window (corresponding to
a velocity between 2 and 3.5 km s−1) to the root mean square (RMS)
of the noise window from 1000 s after the signal window to the end
of the cross-correlation (3000 s lag). The SNR is multiplied by the
square root of the inter-station distance to account for the geomet-
rical spreading of the Rayleigh wave, and the (normalized) source
strength is the square root of the result. To smooth the measure-
ments, we average the source strength over every 10◦ in azimuth.
The above method of using SNR to quantify the source strength
works because the same normalization procedures are applied to
both the signal and the noise window in the cross-correlation, and
the trailing noise level is assumed to be similar for the array (Yang
& Ritzwoller 2008; Lin et al. 2011).
We expect that the peak of the envelope samples the group arrival
of the direct wave, and one problem is to avoid sampling the precur-
sor if its amplitude exceeds that of the direct wave. To address this
problem, we first visually inspect all the cross-correlations plotted
with the predicted travel times of the precursor and direct waves.
Figure 5. Modelling results for all combinations of parameters σ 2 and v1 (see eq. 2 for definitions). (a) The error in fitting the coda amplitudes in the
cross-correlation between PE13 and PE07 (pink trace in Fig. 2a). (b) The error fitting the precursor amplitude in the cross-correlation between PF25 and
PF49 (pink trace in Fig. 2b). (c) The average of (a) and (b). The error is the relative error defined as
∣∣Asyn − Aobs∣∣ /Aobs. The three rows (sub 75 per cent,
sub 50 per cent and sub 100 per cent) show the errors under three modified source conditions (see the text for details), which all give the same optimal parameters
of σ 2 =5.0 km2 and v1 = 50 per cent v0 from coda fitting. With the optimal scatterer properties, the precursor is best fit under the first (sub 75 per cent) source
condition.
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For those cross-correlations with a comparatively strong precursor,
we calculate the precursor window using the same velocity range
as that for the direct wave window. We also empirically determine
the maximum SNR for the precursor as 40. If the calculated SNR
is above this value, it is assumed to sample the direct wave even if
the precursor window and the direct wave window overlap. If the
calculated SNR is less than 40 and the windows overlap, the peak
of the envelope is likely to sample the precursor and we determine
the timing of the direct wave from the reciprocal lag since it is not
contaminated by the precursor. We accept the timing of the direct
wave determined in the reciprocal lag if the corresponding source
strength is larger than 10, and use this timing to sample the envelope
amplitude in the original lag and calculate the SNR.
We note that in the azimuthal source strengths estimated from
the SNRs, the weak sources are heavily overestimated because they
contain a significant component of background waves generated
by scattering from throughout the volume, and the correlation of
uncorrelated noise at each station site. To model the amplitude
of the “weak” direct waves, we correct this bias by removing an
estimate of the background wave strength to obtain a new estimate
of source strength S′(θ ). As will be discussed in Section 4.3, it
is important to note that this correction only affects the modelled
amplitudes of the direct waves and does not affect the estimation of
scatterer properties.
4.2 Modelling the scatterer
To test the size and velocity contrast of the scatterer, we use a 2-D
finite-difference code (Li et al. in preparation) to domembranewave
modelling. Tanimoto (1990) showed that for a narrow frequency
band, and for smooth lateral variations of elastic constants (Lame
parameter λ and shear modulus μ), Rayleigh and Love waves can




− c (x, y)2 ∇2u = 0, (1)
where u is the displacement and c is the local Rayleigh or Love
wave phase velocity.
The model we use is a uniform phase velocity model of v0 =
3 km s−1 with an embedded scatterer. The phase velocity is the
average of that measured from the direct surface wave (method by
Yao et al. (2006)) at 6 s in the cross-correlations between stations of
this array. The scatterer is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution
of velocity described by:







where r is the distance from the centre of the scatterer, v1 is the
velocity at the centre and σ is one standard deviation of the Gaussian
Figure 6. Modelling the cross-correlation between PE13 and PE07. The parameters used are: σ 2 = 5.0 km2 and v1 = 50 per cent v0, where v0 = 3 km
s−1 is the background velocity. (a) Locations of the two stations and the scatterer. (b) A polar diagram showing the location of the stationary points of the
cross-correlation. The black line is the source strength at different azimuths, and is strongest toward the coast and weakest in the opposite direction. (c) The
cross-correlogram showing the cross-correlation for each source individually. The y-axis is the azimuth of the source. The colour represents the amplitude of
the cross-correlation. The traces with stationary points are described in the text. (d) Same as (c), but for the non-uniform source case using the realistic source
strength in (b). (e) The final cross-correlation from stacking all of the individual cross-correlations in (c). (f) The final cross-correlation from stacking all of
the individual cross-correlations in (d). The synthetic result shown in (f) is similar to the data shown in pink in Fig. 2(a).
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function. We take the cross-correlations between PE13 and PE07
and between PF25 and PF49 as two samples, and fit the precursor
and coda amplitudes. We perform synthetics for a range of values
including σ 2 = 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5 and 15.0 km2 and v1 =30,
50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150 and 170 per cent v0.
A circular distribution of noise sources centred at the scatterer is
assumed. The sources are placed 800 km from the scatterer so that
they are in the far field compared with the scatterer–station distance.
The source wavelet is a Ricker wavelet with a central period of 6 s.
After calculating the waveforms recorded at the two stations from
each source, we perform cross-correlations between the recordings
for each source individually and stack them to get the final cross-
correlation result. For the non-uniform source case, we weight the
individual cross-correlations by the square of the source strength
(S′(θ )).
4.3 Modelling results
Fig. 5 shows the misfits for the coda amplitudes in the cross-
correlation between PE13 and PE07 (pink trace in Fig. 2(a)), and
the precursor amplitude in the cross-correlation between PF25
and PF49 (pink trace in Fig. 2(b)). As mentioned previously,
our SNR estimate of source strength (S(θ )) is an overestimate
due to significant background scattering and uncorrelated noise,
and we correct for this by subtracting a given percentage of the
minimum S(θ ) to create our revised estimateS′(θ ). Specifically,
we set S′ (θ ) = S (θ ) − ξmin[S(θ )], where ξ is either 75, 50 or
100 per cent. Synthetics for these three modified source conditions
are plotted in the three rows of Fig. 5.
We see that the coda misfits are mostly unaffected by the
choice of source modification, with all three conditions giving the
same optimal parameters of σ 2 =5.0 km2 (i.e. σ = 2.2 km) and
v1 = 50 per cent v0 with about 27 per cent error. We note that this
optimal Gaussian scatterer has a velocity perturbation of 30 per cent
v0 at one-sigma (2.2 km) radius. The coda fits are largely unaffected
because, as shown in Fig. 6(b), coda amplitudes are primarily de-
termined by sources close to the maximum in S′(θ ) (towards the
coast), which is nearly identical to S (θ ) regardless of choice of ξ .
The precursor misfits, though, are strongly affected by the modifi-
cation. The precursor amplitude is related to the difference between
the source strengths at the two stationary points since their contri-
butions counteract each other. This difference is not affected if a
constant value is subtracted from each. However, here, we try to fit
the ratio between the precursor and direct wave amplitude. As shown
in Fig. 7(b), for PF25-PF49, the stationary point of the direct wave
is no longer in the very strong coastal direction, and thus is easily
affected by the subtraction.With the optimal scatterer properties de-
termined above, we find that ξ = 75 per cent fits the precursor best.
Next, we will show the detailed modelling of the coda and precursor
with our best fitting model, σ 2 =5.0 km2, v1 = 50 per cent v0 and
ξ = 75 per cent.
Figure 7. Modelling the cross-correlation between PF25 and PF49. Panels are as in Fig. 6, and use the same model parameters. We see that the precursor wave
does not show up in the stacked cross-correlations, which means the contributions from 2b, 3b and 4 in (c) cancel each other. (f) The final cross-correlation
from stacking all of the individual cross-correlations in (d). The precursor shows up in this non-uniform source case. This synthetic result in (f) is similar to
the data shown in pink in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 6 shows the simulated cross-correlation between PE13 and
PE07. The location of the two stations and the scatterer is shown
in Fig. 6(a). The source strength (thick black line) and stationary
points (dots) are shown in the polar diagram (Fig. 6(b)). Both the
uniform source and non-uniform source cases are shown. Figs 6(c)
and (d) show the cross-correlations for each source individually,
and Figs 6(e) and (f) are the final cross-correlations that result from
stacking the individual cross-correlations in Figs 6(c) and (d), re-
spectively. For both the uniform source and non-uniform source
cases, the final cross-correlations are mainly from the four contri-
butions labelled in Figs 6(c) and (d), respectively. Contribution 1 is
from waves that directly travel from source to PE13 and PE07, and
has two stationary points 1a and 1b corresponding to the two direct
waves. Contribution 2 is the cross-correlation between one wave
directly from the source to PE13 and one wave from the source to
the scatterer then to PE07, and it has two stationary points for which
2a corresponds to the coda in the positive lag and 2b corresponds
to the precursory arrival. Contribution 3 is the cross-correlation be-
tween one wave from the source to the scatterer and then to PE13
and one wave directly from the source to PE07, and it also has two
stationary points for which 3a corresponds to the coda in the nega-
tive lag and 3b corresponds to the precursory arrival. Contribution
4 is the cross-correlation between two scattered waves and corre-
sponds to the precursory arrival. We observe that the non-uniform
case (Fig. 6f) fits the data well (cf., the pink trace in Fig. 2a).
While the precursor is difficult to distinguish from the direct wave
in the positive lag in the first example, they are well separated in the
simulated cross-correlation between PF25 and PF49, as shown in
Fig. 7. In Figs 7(c) and (d), which are the cross-correlations for each
source individually, we see clearly that the stationary points 2b and
3b as well as contribution 4 all correspond to the precursor arrival
time. In the uniform source case, the final stacked cross-correlation
(Fig. 7e) shows no precursor signal, because the contributions from
2b, 3b and 4 cancel out, as predicted by theory (Snieder et al.
2008). However, for the non-uniform source case, the precursor
does clearly emerge. The polar diagram (Fig. 7b) shows that the
source strength corresponding to 2b and 3b differs significantly,
which means the contributions cannot cancel.
We also produce synthetics for the two profiles shown in Fig. 2.
The results are shown in Fig. 8, and are plotted with the same scale
as the data in Fig. 2. The travel times are predicted with the phase
velocity of 3 km s−1 used in the synthetics. Both sets of synthetics
produce envelope amplitudes that fit the data reasonably well (cf.,
Fig. 2). The variation in the amplitude of the precursor and coda is
the same as that in the data. In general, the coda amplitude is related
to the source strength at its stationary point (Fig. 3b for positive
lag and Fig. 3c for negative lag). The precursor amplitude is related
to the difference between the source strengths at its two stationary
points (Figs 3d and e) since their contributions counteract each other
as stated in Section 2 and modelled in Section 4 (Fig. 7).
For the PE13 profile (Fig. 8a), the scatterer is near co-linear
with the PE line (stations numbered from coastal to inland) and is
approximately at PE19 (see Fig. 1). The stationary point of the coda
in the positive lag is in the direction pointing from the scatterer to
PE13, and is in the coastal direction where the noise source is the
strongest. Consequently, the coda in the positive lag should always
be observable in PE13 profile, except for the distance range of PE19-
PE50, where the positive coda travel time is so close to the direct
wave that it is hidden by the direct wave. The stationary point of the
coda in the negative lag is in the direction pointing from the scatterer
to STA2, which is in the strong-source coastal direction when STA2
is in the range of PE03-PE19, and is in the weak-source inland
Figure 8. Modelling the cross-correlations between (a) PE13 and all PE
stations, and (b) PF25 and all PF stations. The parameters used are: σ 2 =
5.0 km2 and v1 = 50 per cent v0, where v0 = 3 km s−1 is the background
velocity. The synthetics match the envelope amplitude of the data in Fig. 2
reasonably well. See the text for the discussion of the variations in the
precursor and coda amplitudes.
direction when STA2 is in the range of PE19-PE50. Therefore, the
coda in the negative lag becomes invisible when STA2 changes
from coastal to inland of PE19. For the precursor, when STA2 is in
the range of PE03-PE19, the two stationary points are both in the
inland direction and are so close that the difference in their source
strengths is very small (e.g. Fig. 6b). As a result, the precursor is
weak. However, when STA2 is in the range of PE19-PE50, the two
stationary points are in the opposite directions (coastal and inland),
which results in a strong precursor, as observed in Fig. 2(a).
For the PF25 profile (Fig. 8b), the coda stationary points for each
station pair in this profile are always in the inland directions where
the noise sources areweak, and therefore are always unrecognizable.
However, the precursor stationary points are well separated and the
source strengths differ significantly (e.g. Fig. 7b), and therefore the
precursors are always strong in this profile, as observed in Fig. 2(b).
Since we use membrane wave modelling, we cannot directly
determine the vertical size of the scatterer. Surface wave (group and
phase) velocities are determined by an integral over structure with
depth, but are most sensitive to shear velocity structure at depths
of about one-third of their wavelength (Weeraratne et al. 2003;
Yang et al. 2007). Since we use cross-correlations between 5 and
10 s period and phase velocities are about 3 km s−1 at 6 s in this
region, we can deduce that the scatterer likely exists at depths of
5–10 km, where the velocity perturbation required is the smallest.
If the scatterer were only at much shallower or deeper depths (e.g.
∓5 km), it would require a much larger velocity contrast, which we
consider to be unlikely. However, we do not exclude the possibility
that the scatterer extends much deeper than 10 km. We also note
that we have not tested non-Gaussian scatterer models, which may
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Figure 9. Vertical-component seismograms showing a clear backscattered wave. The hypocenter of the earthquake is the red star in Fig. 1. The epicentral
depth is 210.2 km and the magnitude is 5.8. (a) Unfiltered data show clear P and S waves. (b) Low-pass filtered to period larger than 10 s. Clear backscattered
waves appear, marked with the red arrow. (c) Traces sorted by the distance to the scatterer (yellow star in Fig. 1). The positive direction represents stations in
the forward scattering region and the negative direction represents those in the backward scattering region. The backscattered wave shows a linear increase of
travel time with distance and a velocity of about 3 km s−1, indicating that it is a surface wave. The arrival time of the scattered wave at 0 km distance coincides
with the S wave, which indicates that the energy is from scattering of the S wave. The forward scattered wave can also be observed though not as clearly.
also fit the data reasonably well but would have different model
parameters.
5 CONFIRMATION BY AN
EARTHQUAKE SOURCE
The scattering results shown above are confirmed by an earthquake
recording with a clear backscattered wave (Fig. 9). This earthquake
had an epicentral depth of 210 km and a magnitude of 5.8, and its
hypocenter is shown as a red star in Fig. 1. The unfiltered (vertical
component) seismograms (Fig. 9a) show clear P and S waves, and
when they are low-pass filtered to periods longer than 10 s (Fig. 9b),
we see a clear backscattered wave. In Fig. 9(c), we sort the traces
according to distance from the scatterer, and distinguish the back-
ward and forward scattering by negative and positive distances. We
observe that the travel time of the backscattered wave is now a lin-
ear function of distance, and the velocity is about 3 km s−1, which
indicates that it is a surface wave. At zero offset, the scattered wave
is coincident with the S-wave arrival, which indicates that the en-
ergy is from scattering of the S wave. The generation of a scattered
surface wave indicates that the scatterer is shallow, consistent with
our preferred scattering model of Section 4.
6 D ISCUSS ION AND CONCLUS IONS
We have determined that the strong precursor and coda arrivals that
appear in the ambient noise cross-correlations within an array in
Southern Peru are due to a scatterer located at 71.6◦W/16.1◦S with
an error of about 10 km. The scatterer can be satisfactorily modelled
as a vertical cylinderwith aGaussian distribution of velocity, but it is
only required at depths of 5–10 km. The velocity at the centre of the
Gaussian scatterer is 50 per cent of the background velocity, and at
one-sigma (2.2 km) radius is 30 per cent lower than the background
velocity. The scattering effects are confirmed by examining a local
earthquake.
The scatterer is located within the volcanic arc of the subduction
zone in Southern Peru and, as such, is likely related to volcanic
processes. For example, it could be a low-velocity magma cham-
ber. Nagaoka et al. (2012) imaged the magma chamber beneath
an active volcano in Japan using ambient noise cross-correlations.
Their phase velocity map (Fig. 3d therein) at periods of 5–10 s
shows a ∼20 per cent lower velocity anomaly with radius of about
5 km. The S-wave velocity anomaly is about 5–10 km deep, and is
∼8 km offset from the nearby volcanic edifice. The features of their
magma chamber are quite similar to the scatterer discussed here.
Our best-fit location of the scatterer is closest to (∼10 km away
from) the volcano Nevado Chachani which is presently inactive,
and is about 30 km from the active volcano El Misti. Consider-
ing our location errors, the scatterer could be related to either of
these volcanoes. The scatterer is close to but approximately 50 km
outside of the Hualca Hualca inflation anomaly reported by pre-
vious InSAR studies (Pritchard & Simons 2002, 2004). Note that
the inflation stopped in 1997 during their study, which is perhaps
related to a large eruption of nearby Sabancaya volcano (Pritchard
& Simons 2004).
This study points out that scatterers can generate coherent arrivals
on ambient noise surveys, particularly when the geometry of the
survey is such that the distribution of the ambient noise sources
favours the creation of the precursor waves over the direct wave
Green’s functions. If the array did not have the density of the one
used in this study, the identification of the scattering and the location
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of the scatterermay not have been possible.Without careful analysis,
or with a sparse array, scattered arrivals could be mistaken for direct
waves, and hence the inferred velocities would be incorrect. Passive
scatterers join a list of effects (gaps in azimuthal sources, active
sources, etc.) that cause arrivals in ambient noise surveys that can
be misidentified as direct waves.
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